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Abstract

Antiviral therapeutics to treat SARS-CoV-2 are needed to diminish the morbid-

ity of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. A well-precedented drug target is the

main viral protease (MPro), which is targeted by an approved drug and by sev-

eral investigational drugs. Emerging viral resistance has made new inhibitor

chemotypes more pressing. Adopting a structure-based approach, we docked

1.2 billion non-covalent lead-like molecules and a new library of 6.5 million
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electrophiles against the enzyme structure. From these, 29 non-covalent and

11 covalent inhibitors were identified in 37 series, the most potent having an

IC50 of 29 and 20 μM, respectively. Several series were optimized, resulting in

low micromolar inhibitors. Subsequent crystallography confirmed the docking

predicted binding modes and may template further optimization. While the

new chemotypes may aid further optimization of MPro inhibitors for SARS-

CoV-2, the modest success rate also reveals weaknesses in our approach for

challenging targets like MPro versus other targets where it has been more suc-

cessful, and versus other structure-based techniques against MPro itself.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

SARS-CoV-2 encodes two cysteine proteases that have
essential roles in hydrolyzing viral polyproteins into non-
structural proteins, enabling virus replication. The main
protease (MPro, also known as 3CL protease) cleaves
11 different sites in the viral polyprotein (Jin et al., 2020;
Pillaiyar et al., 2016). While MPro is highly conserved
across other coronaviruses such as SARS-CoV-1 and
MERS, it has no close human homolog (Anand
et al., 2003; Rut et al., 2021; Zhang, Lin, Kusov,
et al., 2020). This makes it attractive for potential pan-
coronavirus targeting, and for selective action.

MPro is the fifth nonstructural protein (Nsp5) encoded
by SARS-CoV-2 and is a homodimeric cysteine protease
with a catalytic diad comprised of Cys145 and His41.
MPro has a P1 primary specificity determinant of gluta-
mine and a preference for aliphatic residues in the P4
and P2 positions, while alanine and serine are preferred
in the P10 position (Schechter & Berger, 1967)
(Figure 1D). The catalytic cycle is typical of many cyste-
ine proteases, with the catalytic Cys145 primed by proton
transfer to His41 and formation of an acyl enzyme inter-
mediate via nucleophilic attack of Cys145 at the scissile
peptide carbonyl function. The thioester intermediate is
then hydrolyzed by an attacking water to free the cata-
lytic cysteine and initiate another catalytic cycle (Wang
et al., 2020).

The therapeutic potential of MPro inhibitors was sub-
stantiated by the approval of Paxlovid in December 2021.
The treatment combines nirmatrelvir, which covalently
inhibits MPro, with ritonavir, which slows nirmatrelvir's
metabolism (Owen et al., 2021). Nirmatrelvir was opti-
mized from PF-00835231, an inhibitor of the SARS-
CoV-1 MPro developed in response to the 2002 SARS out-
break (Hoffman et al., 2020). Meanwhile, other potent
MPro inhibitors are advancing through the drug

development pipeline. Among them is the orally active
MPro inhibitor S-217622 (Unoh et al., 2022), which has
entered clinical trials. Other inhibitors show much prom-
ise (Dai et al., 2020; Ge et al., 2022; Lu et al., 2022; Ma
et al., 2020; Moon et al., 2022; Qiao et al., 2021; Vuong
et al., 2021; Zhang, Lin, Kusov, et al., 2020; Zhang,
Spasov, et al., 2021; Zhang, Stone, et al., 2021), including
a non-covalent MPro inhibitor from the international
Covid-19 Moonshot consortium, an advanced pre-clinical
candidate (Chodera et al., 2020; Douangamath
et al., 2020; The COVID Moonshot Consortium
et al., 2020), and more experimental molecules that show
promise (Luttens et al., 2022).

Notwithstanding these successes, both the resistance
that may be expected to emerge (Flynn et al., 2022;
Shaqra et al., 2022) and the inevitable liabilities of the
early drugs support the discovery of new scaffolds.
Accordingly, we targeted the structure of MPro for large
library docking, seeking new starting points for lead dis-
covery. Docking a library of over 1.2 billion “tangible”
(make-on-demand) lead-like molecules and 6.5 million
tangible lead-like electrophiles from Enamine REAL
space (https://enamine.net/compound-collections/real-
compounds) led to MPro inhibitors from 37 scaffolds, with
affinities ranging from the low μM to 200 μM. Crystal
structures for eight of the new inhibitors bound to MPro

largely confirmed the docking predictions, while cell-
based antiviral activity for two of the new inhibitors sup-
ports their further optimization (Figure 1).

Crucial to inhibitor testing was the design and synthe-
sis of an optimal substrate, as was done previously for
SARS CoV MPro (Figure 1) (Goetz et al., 2007). The
endogenous Nsp substrates of MPro were compiled and a
consensus sequence was observed that closely matched
the individual sequence of the Nsp7 cleavage site
(ATLQAIAS) (Figure 1B). This sequence was flanked
with an N-terminal Lysine-MCA fluorophore and a
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FIGURE 1 Substrate design and assay development allows structure-based inhibitor discovery. (a) The chemical structure of the

optimized NSP7 substrate shown as a schematic (top) of the substrate sequence highlights the role of each residue (bottom). The substrate

contains the P4-P40 NSP7 extended substrate sequence (blue), the fluorophore (yellow), the fluorescent quencher (purple), and the residues for

increasing solubility (green). (b) A list of the viral polypeptide NSP sequences (P4-P40) that are cleaved by MPro (left). The sequence logo

highlighting the substrate specificity of MPro, yielding a P4-P40 consensus sequence: ATLQ(S/A)XXA (right). (c) The Michaelis-Menten

kinetics for the NSP7 substrate with MPro yield parameters indicative of an optimized, efficient substrate. (d) SARS-CoV-2 MPro active site

(PDB 6Y2G) (Zhang, Lin, Sun, et al., 2020) (green; sub-pockets S10, S1, S2, S3, S4), shown here with substrate preferences (pink; P10, P1, P2,
P3, P4) (modeled after PDB 3SNE) (Zhu et al., 2011), was used to dock 1.2 billion non-covalent molecules and 6.5 million electrophile

molecules. Top-ranked molecules were filtered and 395 were synthesized for in vitro testing. Some docking hits were prioritized for compound

optimization, crystallography, pan-viral enzymatic activity, and cell-based antiviral activity. For C, experiments were performed in triplicate.

FINK ET AL. 3 of 24
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C-terminal DNP-quencher. Noting the preference for
nonpolar residues at multiple sites, we were concerned
that this substrate would have low solubility. Accord-
ingly, two D-Arginines were coupled to the N-terminal
Lysine-MCA to increase solubility (Figure 1A). This
Nsp7-like substrate yielded a favorable Km of 12 μM and
a kcat/Km of 93,000 M�1 s�1, 3.5-fold better than that of
the commonly used commercial substrate (Nsp4:
AVLQSGFR; kcat/Km = 26,500 M�1 s�1) (Jin et al., 2020);
this substrate was used in all enzyme inhibition assays
(Figure 1C). This more efficient Nsp7-like peptide is read-
ily synthesized and provides the field with an optimized
MPro substrate.

While the multiple chemotypes explored here, and
their crystallographic structures, may template further
optimization of MPro inhibitors, a feature of these studies
was docking hit rates between 7% and 15%, with hits
often in the mid-μM range. These rates and affinities are
substantially worse than observed in many GPCRs, inte-
gral membrane proteins, transporters, and enzymes like
β-lactamase (Alon et al., 2021; Carlsson et al., 2011; Fink
et al., 2022; Kaplan et al., 2022; Levit Kaplan et al., 2022;
Lyu et al., 2019; Manglik et al., 2016; Singh
et al., 2022; Stein et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2018). Mean-
while, the optimized affinities reached here were mean-
ingfully weaker than those achieved by approaches such
as fragment-based discovery, both against MPro itself and
against other SARS-2 targets, like macrodomain
(Gahbauer et al., 2022; Schuller et al., 2021). What we
might learn from these differences for future studies will
be discussed.

2 | RESULTS

2.1 | Assay development and substrate
design

In early proof-of-concept testing, we observed an intoler-
ance of MPro activity to high concentrations of DMSO,
introduced when evaluating inhibitors and substrate
itself from DMSO stocks, perhaps reflecting oxidation of
the catalytic cysteine. The increased solubility of the
D-Arginine-modified substrate mitigated the DMSO
effect by reducing the volume of DMSO needed in sub-
strate aliquots. In addition, we found that ethanol and
acetonitrile were better tolerated by the enzyme, though
these solvents have issues with volatility (Figure S1A).
These observations highlight the importance of control-
ling and minimizing the addition of organic solvents in
MPro activity assays and provide alternatives when DMSO
is unsuitable. We also found that small amounts of non-
ionic detergent were crucial for retaining MPro activity in

our in vitro assays. Removing the 0.05% Tween-20 we
used in our assays resulted in no observed substrate
cleavage. Activity could be recovered by increasing addi-
tion of bovine serum albumin (BSA); these effects may
reflect MPro sequestration by the polymer of the reaction-
well and highlight the need of detergent or enzyme stabi-
lizing additives (Figure S1B). This is similar to literature
(Moghadasi, Esler, et al., 2022; Rut et al., 2021; Zaidman
et al., 2021).We tested three previously reported com-
pounds under our assay conditions. The covalent inhibi-
tor nirmatrelvir had a similar IC50 as reported (Owen
et al., 2021), and while two non-covalent inhibitors (PET-
UNK-29afea89-2 and VLA-UCB-1dbca3b4-15) had IC50

values 2- to 5-fold higher versus reported values (The
COVID Moonshot Consortium et al., 2020), this likely
reflects simply different substrate concentrations and Km

values in the different assays (Table S1). These rates pro-
vide a reference for comparing the different inhibitors.

2.2 | Non-covalent docking screen and
compound optimization for MPro inhibitors

Seeking new inhibitors, we began with a SARS-CoV-2
MPro crystal structure in complex with an α-ketoamide
covalent inhibitor (PDB 6Y2G) (Zhang, Lin, Sun,
et al., 2020). To define hot-spots for ligand docking in the
active site, we modeled a complex of SARS-CoV-2 MPro

bound to a non-covalent SARS-CoV MPro inhibitor
(PubChem SID87915542) (Jacobs et al., 2013) (non-
covalent inhibitor complex crystal structures of the
enzyme from SARS-CoV-2 were at that time unavailable).
The crystal structure of the non-covalently ligated SARS-
CoV MPro (PDB 3V3M) (Jacobs et al., 2013) was structur-
ally aligned onto the SARS-CoV-2 structure, the atomic
coordinates of the α-ketoamide inhibitor were replaced
with those of the non-covalent SARS-CoV MPro inhibitor
SID87915542 (IC50 = 4.8 μM) (Jacobs et al., 2013), and
the complex was energy-minimized (Methods). After cali-
bration of the docking parameters (Bender et al., 2021)
(Methods), approximately 225 million neutral molecules,
mainly from the lead-like subset of the ZINC15 library
(Sterling & Irwin, 2015) (molecular weight (MWT) rang-
ing from 250 to 350 amu and clogP ≤4.5) were docked
against MPro. Another 110 million molecules with
350 < MWT ≤ 500 were docked in a separate screen.
Docked molecules were filtered for intramolecular strain
(Gu et al., 2021) and selected for their ability to hydrogen
bond with Gly143, His163, or Glu166, and to make favor-
able non-polar contacts with Met49 and Asp187. Ulti-
mately, 220 molecules were prioritized, of which
194 (88%) were successfully synthesized by Enamine.
Enzymatically, compounds were first tested at a
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concentration of 100 μM using the fluorescence-based
substrate cleavage assay, and 19 showed >30% inhibition
of enzyme activity and were prioritized for full
concentration-response curves. Concentration-response
experiments revealed 12 molecules with IC50 values
≤300 μM, a hit rate of 6% (12 hits/194 molecules tested);
IC50s ranged from 97 to 291 μM (Tables 1 and S1;
Figures S2.1 and S2.2).

As DMSO had been observed to lower enzyme activ-
ity, the actives, initially tested from 10 mM DMSO stocks,
were re-tested against MPro from 30 mM acetonitrile
(ACN) or ethanol (EtOH) stocks. Eleven compounds
showed clear dose-response with IC50 values ranging
from 30 to 200 μM. Although covalent docking was not
employed in this campaign, we noted three initial dock-
ing hits (ZINC338540162: IC50[ACN] = 30 μM,
ZINC271072260: IC50[ACN] = 143 μM and
ZINC795258204: IC50[DMSO] = 177 μM) could, in prin-
ciple, inhibit MPro covalently as they contain warheads
(nitrile, aldehyde) known to react with catalytic cyste-
ines. Several initial docking hits were tested for colloidal
aggregation using dynamic light scattering (DLS) and off-

target counter screens against malate dehydrogenase
(MDH) and AmpC β-lactamase (McGovern et al., 2003;
O’Donnell et al., 2021) (Figure S3). In DLS experiments,
some scattering higher than 106 was observed indicating
potential aggregation. While a few compounds, for exam-
ple, ‘3312 showed unspecific inhibition of MDH, off-
target activities were reversed by addition of 0.01% Triton
X-100. As the inhibition of MPro was observed in the pres-
ence of 0.05% Tween-20, an even stronger disruptor of
colloidal aggregation than 0.01% Triton-X 100, we
deemed the weak aggregation of these compounds irrele-
vant to their activity on MPro.

We focused on four initial hits (ZINC346371112:
IC50[ACN] = 98 μM, ZINC301553312: IC50[EtOH]
= 63 μM, ZINC813360541: IC50[ACN] = 90 μM and
ZINC553840273: IC50[ACN] = 88 μM) for structure-
based optimization. We used the SmallWorld search
engine (NextMove Software, Cambridge UK) (Irwin
et al., 2020) to identify purchasable analogs of these
inhibitors within a 12 billion compound version of the
REAL library (https://enamine.net/compound-collections/
real-compounds/real-space-navigator), docking each

TABLE 1 Hits from the first non-covalent docking screen.

Chemical structure Compound ID
IC50 (μM)
(solvent)

Chemical
Structure Compound ID

IC50 (μM)
(solvent)

ZINC346371112 214 (DMSO)
98 (ACN)

ZINC813360541 275 (DMSO)
94 (ACN)

ZINC894230117 225 (DMSO)
164 (ACN)

ZINC553840273 200 (DMSO)
88 (ACN)

ZINC1339780091 224 (DMSO)
121 (ACN)

ZINC336912805 250 (DMSO)
177 (ACN)

ZINC433294115 97 (DMSO) ZINC271072260 115 (DMSO)
143 (ACN)

ZINC618071006 290 (DMSO)
200 (EtOH)

ZINC338540162 281 (DMSO)
<30 (ACN)

ZINC301553312 122 (DMSO)
63 (EtOH)

ZINC915668084 291 (DMSO)
184 (ACN)

FINK ET AL. 5 of 24
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analog into the MPro structure to assess complementarity.
Between 10 and 20 analogs of each of the four inhibitors
were selected for testing in the initial round of optimiza-
tion (Figure 2, Table S1). For two initial hits, ‘0541 and
‘0273, more potent analogs were identified in two to
three rounds of this analog-by-catalog approach
(Table S1). The ‘0273 analogs Z4924562413 and
Z4946671001 had IC50 values of 13 and 5 μM, respectively
(Figure 2A). Analogs of the initial docking hit ‘0541, such
as Z4929615577 and Z4929616137, reached similar poten-
cies of 10 and 8 μM, respectively (Figure 2G).

2.3 | Crystal structures of the non-
covalent inhibitors

To investigate how the docked poses of the new inhibi-
tors corresponded to their true binding modes, and to
inform further optimization, crystal structures of three of
the optimized non-covalent inhibitors were determined
with resolutions ranging from 2.12 to 2.59 Å. For the
‘0273 analog, SG-0001 (IC50 = 55 μM, Figure 2A–C), the
crystal structure revealed only moderate density for
the ligand. Still, the predicted binding pose compared
well with the experimentally determined pose, with a
Hungarian (symmetry corrected) root mean square devia-
tion (RMSD) of 2.2 Å. The isoquinoline group of SG-0001
is inserted in the S1 subpocket, hydrogen-bonding with
His163; this was also predicted for the pyridone carbonyl
in the parent molecule ‘0273 (Figures 2B,C and S4). How-
ever, the tetrahydrobenzoxazepine ring, predicted to bind
in the S2 subpocket in ‘0273, appeared much less buried
in the SG-0001 experimental structure. The crystal struc-
ture of MPro in complex with the ‘0541 analog ‘5548
superimposed with high fidelity to the docking-predicted
pose, with an RMSD of 1.1 Å (Figures 2E and S4). Here,
the compound's hydantoin core hydrogen bonds with the
backbone amine of Glu166 and Gly143. In addition,
the crystal structure of MPro in complex with ‘6111 con-
firms the predicted biding pose (RMSD = 1.4 Å) with the
isoquinoline placed in the S1 subpocket and the hydro-
phobic spirocyclic indane group occupying the S2 pocket
(Figures 2F and S4).

2.4 | A second docking screen for non-
covalent inhibitors of MPro

As our studies progressed, other groups identified potent
inhibitors with scaffolds resembling our own (Luttens
et al., 2022). We therefore performed a second docking
campaign, seeking to incorporate insights emerging from
our own results and those from other studies (Methods)
emphasizing the discovery of novel chemotypes.

The new docking screen targeted the SARS-CoV-2
MPro crystal structure in complex with MAT-POS-
b3e365b9-1 (MPro-x11612.pdb) (The COVID Moonshot
Consortium et al., 2020), a non-covalent ligand reported
by the COVID-19 Moonshot consortium. Compared to
the previous docking template (PDB 6Y2G), the MAT-
POS-b3e365b9-1-bound site is slightly smaller, with the
2-turn alpha helix between Thr45 and Leu50, and
the loop between Arg188 and Ala191, shifted inwards by
roughly 2 Å, constricting the P2 sub-pocket. After calibra-
tion of docking parameters, ensuring the model priori-
tizes 15 previously reported MPro inhibitors against
different decoy sets (Bender et al., 2021; Stein
et al., 2021), we used the ZINC library (https://
cartblanche22.docking.org/) to dock 862 million neutral
compounds with 18-29 non-hydrogen atoms from the
Enamine REAL database (Methods).

High-ranking docked molecules were filtered for nov-
elty by removing those with ECFP4-based Tanimoto coef-
ficients (Tc) greater than 0.35–1,716 SARS-CoV-2 MPro

inhibitors (Methods). Roughly 9,500 of these were graphi-
cally evaluated for favorable contacts, and 146 compounds
were de novo synthesized by Enamine Ltd. Of these,
17 inhibited MPro with IC50 values ≤200 μM (Table 2;
Figures S2.3 and S2.4) for a hit rate of 12% (17 hits/146
tested). To our knowledge, none of the new actives fell
into scaffolds that have been previously reported for
MPro. Compared to the first docking screen, several initial
hits from the second screen showed slightly higher activ-
ity, such as Z3535317212, with an IC50 value of 29 μM.
For ‘7212, the docked pose suggests hydrogen bonds
between the compound's dihydrouracil core and Glu166
as well as Gly143, in addition to hydrogen bonds between
the compound's pyridinol group (Figure S2.3). Five dock-
ing hits (Z5420225795: IC50 = 40 μM, Z1669286714:
IC50 = 110 μM, Z1355254448: IC50 = 110 μM,
ZINC5420738300: IC50 = 160 μM, Z2195811405: IC50

�200 μM) share a common ketoamide functional group
predicted to form one hydrogen bond to Glu166; how-
ever, we note that ketoamide might also inhibit MPro

through covalent linkage to Cys145. As in the first dock-
ing campaign, hits were tested for colloidal aggregation.
A few compounds (‘7900, ‘8488, ‘1405, ‘8300) had higher
DLS scattering or caused >50% inhibition of MDH in the
absence of detergent, which was reversed by 0.01% Triton
X-100 (Figure S3). Here again, we believe that the mea-
sured activities of those compounds at MPro, in presence
of 0.05% Tween-20, originate from specific on-target
actions, but care should be taken when using related scaf-
folds in detergent-free experiments.

Taken together, the active compounds from this cam-
paign explored ten different scaffold classes with IC50

values better than 150 μM. These scaffolds represent new
points of departure for MPro inhibitor discovery.
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FIGURE 2 Non-covalent compound optimization to low-μM potencies. (a) Progression of the ‘0273 scaffold. (b) Predicted binding pose

of ‘0273. (c) Comparison of crystal structure (grey protein, red compound) and docked complex (green protein, blue compound) of SG-0001
(PDB 8DII). (d) Predicted binding pose of ‘0541. (e), (f) Comparison of crystal structures and docked complexes of ‘5548 (PDB 8DIG) and

‘6111 (PDB 8DIH), respectively. (g) Additional ‘0541 analogs with improved affinities. The 2fo-fc ligand density maps (blue contour) are

shown at 1 σ. Hungarian root mean square deviations (RMSD) were calculated with DOCK6.
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2.5 | A covalent docking screen targeting
MPro Cys145

In addition to non-covalent inhibitors, we also sought
electrophiles that could covalently modify the catalytic
Cys145. We searched the 1.4 billion molecules in the
ZINC15/ZINC20 (Irwin et al., 2020; Sterling &
Irwin, 2015) databases for three Cys-reactive covalent
warheads: aldehydes, nitriles, and α-ketoamides.

Precedence for covalent inhibitor design is seen with a
range of targets, including KRAS G12C anticancer thera-
peutics (sotorasib, GDC-6036) (Canon et al., 2019;
Purkey, 2022), FGFR4 inhibitor (roblitinib) with an
reversible aldehyde warhead in clinical trials (Fairhurst
et al., 2020), antivirals for HCV with ketoamides (boce-
previr, telaprevir) (Lin et al., 2006; Venkatraman, 2012),
a sickle cell hemoglobin stabilizer aldehyde inhibitor
(GBT440) (Metcalf et al., 2017), and the SARS-CoV-2

TABLE 2 Hits from the second non-covalent docking screen.

Chemical structure Compound ID IC50 (μM) Chemical Structure Compound ID IC50 (μM)

Z3535317212 29 Z1425997900 110

Z4124468376 33 Z3541227016 130

Z3555684465 33 Z3382155230 140

Z5420225795 40 Z5420738300 160

Z1716270280 60 Z2195811405 200

Z5420228488 60 Z4289708272 200

Z3079159560 90 Z5385490967 200

Z1669286714 110 Z4335534517 200

Z1355254448 110
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nitrile MPro covalent inhibitor nirmatrelvir (Owen
et al., 2021). While aldehydes, especially, are reactive—if
reversible—electrophiles, previous work has demon-
strated the viability of electrophile swapping to less reac-
tive groups, or to irreversible groups for development
goals (Adams et al., 1998; Boike et al., 2022; Vankadara
et al., 2022). Dockable 3D molecules were built for cova-
lent docking with DOCKovalent (London et al., 2014;
Wan et al., 2020) (Methods). The molecules and their
DOCKovalent files for the final 6.5 million molecules are
openly available at http://covalent2022.docking.org.

We then docked 3.6 million nitriles, 1.5 million alde-
hydes, and 1.4 million α-ketoamides against MPro (PDB
6Y2G) (Zhang, Lin, Sun, et al., 2020). The top-ranked
molecules were filtered for torsional strain (Gu
et al., 2021), for favorable enzyme interactions, and clus-
tered for chemical diversity using an ECFP4-based best
first clustering algorithm (Methods). Remaining mole-
cules were visually prioritized for favorable interactions
with His41, Cys145, Gly143, Thr26, or Glu166. Ulti-
mately, 35 aldehydes, 41 nitriles, and 21 α-ketoamides
were selected for synthesis, of which 27, 31, 16, respec-
tively, were successfully made and tested for activity
against MPro (Table S1). Those compounds with
single-point percent inhibition >50% at 100 μM—a more
stringent criterion than we had used earlier—were priori-
tized for full concentration-dose-response assays.

Defining active compounds as molecules with
IC50 ≤ 150 μM, the hit rate for covalent docking was 15%
(11 actives/74 compounds tested); the most potent had an
IC50 of 20 μM (Figures 3 and S5). Eight others had IC50

values 25–100 μM. Initial nitriles and aldehyde docking
hits had activities as low as 20 μM in compound ‘5103,
and 55 μM in compound ‘3620, respectively. None of the
α-ketoamides were potent enough to be considered active
(Table S1). Initial docking hits were evaluated for poten-
tial MPro inhibition through colloidal aggregation as
described above (Figure S3). Some DLS scattering or non-
specific inhibition is observed in the AmpC and MDH
enzymatic assays. However, adding 0.01% Triton X-100 in
the MDH inhibition assay largely recovered enzymatic
activity and eliminated any non-specific inhibition, sug-
gesting that the measured activities in the detergent-
containing MPro enzymatic assays are not caused by
aggregation (also confirmed by subsequent crystallogra-
phy, see below). We note that while the covalent nature
of the aldehydes was subsequently confirmed by crystal-
lography (below), it remains possible that the nitriles,
though modeled to be reversible covalent, were in fact
non-covalent.

The covalent inhibitors had diverse chemotype and
their docked poses explored different enzyme sub-pockets
(Figures 1, 3 and S5). In the S10 pocket, hydrophobic
interactions were made by compounds ‘3620, ‘6345,

‘6792 in their docked poses. Hydrogen bonding with
His163 in the S1 pocket was made by ‘5103, ‘0431, ‘2961
in their docked poses. Several compounds, such as ‘0892
and ‘0292, docked to occupy the S2 and S3 pockets, mak-
ing non-polar interactions with Met49 and Phe181. Other
compounds appeared to span the binding site between
the S1 and S2/S3 pockets, for example, ‘5156 hydrogen-
bonding with Glu166. Many compounds, such as ‘3620
and ‘6792, formed hydrogen-bonds with the peptide
backbone atoms of Cys145, Ser144 and Gly143.

We sought to optimize several of the new covalent
inhibitors, focusing on the aldehyde ‘3620 with an IC50 of
55 μM (Table S1). These analogs were identified through
multiple strategies, including simply seeking readily
available “make-on-demand” congeners that fit in the
enzyme site, using SmallWorld and Arthor (NextMove
Software, Cambridge, UK) (Irwin et al., 2020), or testing
perturbations to what seemed to be key interactions.
From these studies emerged 39 analogs with IC50 values
better than ‘3620. The most potent analog ‘7021 had an
IC50 of 1 μM acted as a reversible inhibitor (Figure S6).
Other analogs ranging from 2 to 48 μM had changes to
different benzene substituents or bicyclic systems of
‘3620 (Figures 4 and S7; Table S2).

In its docked pose, the pyridine nitrogen of ‘7021
hydrogen bonds to Gly143 (Figure 4B). To test the impor-
tance of this interaction, the phenyl analog of the pyri-
dine, compound ‘4218, was synthesized and tested. This
molecule lost all measurable activity (IC50 > 200 μM),
consistent with the importance of the pyridine hydrogen
bonds (Figure 4C). The more electro-deficient pyridine
ring also may make the aldehyde more reactive. Mean-
while, removing non-polar groups from the distal phenyl
ring of ‘7021, as in analogs ‘9313 and ‘9112, increased
IC50 values to 22 μM and 35 μM, respectively, indicating
more hydrophobic bulk was preferred in the shallow sub-
site in which this substituted phenyl was docked. Addi-
tional analogs were synthesized changing the aldehyde to
other electrophiles, however none inhibited MPro

(Figure S8).

2.6 | Crystal structures of the covalent
inhibitors

To investigate how the docked poses of the covalent
inhibitors corresponded to true binding modes, and to
aid further optimization, crystal structures of five alde-
hyde inhibitors complexed with MPro were determined:
‘7021 (IC50 = 1 μM), ‘9121 (IC50 = 6 μM), ‘8252
(IC50 = 6 μM), ‘9218 (IC50 = 12 μM), and ‘7356
(IC50 = 26 μM), with resolutions ranging from 1.90 to
2.17 Å (Figures 4B,D and S9). The structures of these
compounds recapitulated the docking predictions with
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high fidelity, with all-atom Hungarian RMSD values
ranging from 0.78 to 1.75 Å (Figure 4B). Consistent with
the docking and with the results of the analogs, the pyri-
dine nitrogen in each inhibitor hydrogen bonds with
Gly143 and the thioacetal adduct hydrogen bonds with
the backbone of Cys145 in the oxyanion hole of the
enzyme. The hydrophobic groups on the distal aryl ring
interact with residues in the S2/S3 pockets, including
Met49 and Phe181 (Figures 4B,D and S9).

2.7 | Lead compounds inhibit SARS-
CoV-2 MPro variants and additional
coronaviral MPro

With the progression of covalent and non-covalent inhib-
itor optimization, we tested ‘7021 for its ability to inhibit
MPro of other coronaviruses, SARS-CoV-1 and MERS
(Figure S10). ‘7021 inhibited the SARS-CoV-1 MPro with
an IC50 of 8 μΜ, similar to its SARS-CoV-2 MPro IC50 of

FIGURE 3 Covalent hits from 6.5 million virtual screen. Dose response curves for (a) aldehyde and (b) nitrile docking hits. IC50 values

shown. All measurements were done in triplicate.
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1 μM, however it was a weaker inhibitor for the MERS
MPro with an IC50 of 50 μM (Figure 5A, Table S3).

Several MPro variants have arisen over the course of
the pandemic and have been associated with Paxlovid
(nirmatrelvir and ritonavir) resistance. MPro A173V
(Moghadasi, Heilmann, et al., 2022) has been previously
associated with over 10-fold resistance to nirmatrelvir.
Valine at position 173 is naturally occurring in other

coronaviruses (including human coronavirus 229E and
NL63) and has arisen independently in some clinical iso-
lates of SARS-CoV-2 (n = 231 occurrences of 14,195,429
genomes, GISAID database accessed December 12, 2022)
(Moghadasi, Heilmann, et al., 2022). P168Δ (Moghadasi,
Heilmann, et al., 2022) has been previously associated
with a roughly 5-fold resistance to nirmatrelvir and is the
among the most prevalent changes at that amino acid

FIGURE 4 Compound optimization of aldehyde ‘3620. (a) Docked pose of docking hit ‘3620. (b) Crystal structure (pink carbons) and

docked pose (blue carbons) comparison for analog ‘7021 (RMSD 1.29 Å; PDB 8DIB). (c) Hypothesis testing analogs of ‘7021 included
removing the nitro in ‘9113 and the chlorine in ‘9112, both with weaker inhibition. Analog ‘4218 replaced the pyridine with a benzene

eliminating inhibition. (d) Crystal structures of additional ‘3620 analogs comparing experimental (pink carbons) and docked (blue carbons)

poses (RMSDs of 1.75, 0.78, 1.18, and 0.84 Å, respectively; PDB 8DIC, 8DIE, 8DID, 8DIF, respectively). (e) Analogs with different benzene

substituent orientations (‘6690, ‘6117) inhibit MPro at similar potencies. Substituents oriented like ‘9220 were weaker inhibitors. (f)
Examples of the most potent larger hydrophobic analogs of ‘3620. For A-F, MPro protein structure is PDB 6Y2G (green carbons) used in

docking or from the solved structures (white carbons). Hydrogen bonds shown with dashed lines. The 2fo-fc ligand density maps (blue

contour) are shown at 1 σ. IC50 values are shown with concentration response curves in Figure S7. All measurements were done in triplicate.
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position (n = 167 occurrences), though other substitu-
tions have not been found to confer resistance
(i.e., P168S, n = 524 occurrences). Several reports found
substitutions at E166 (Hu et al., 2022; Iketani et al., 2022;
Jochmans et al., 2022; Moghadasi, Heilmann, et al., 2022)
and neighboring residues confer differing degrees of
resistance, though only E166Q has arisen with meaning-
ful frequency in multiple SARS-CoV-2 sublineages
(n = 4,792 occurrences in distinct Delta and Omicron
clades). Finally, substitutions at Q192 have been found to
confer resistance to nirmatrelvir, including Q192T (Hu
et al., 2022; Sasi et al., 2022) (n = 227 occurrences) and
Q192R (Heilmann et al., 2023) (n = 40 occurrences),
though Q192Δ is the most prevalent (n = 1,304 occur-
rences, nearly all Omicron).

Focusing on four naturally occurring variants that
have been previously shown to confer nirmatrelvir resis-
tance (E166Q, ΔP168, A173V, and Q192T), we tested
their resistance to compounds ‘7021, ‘6690, and ‘71001
(Figure 5B and S11). The ΔP168 mutation had minimal
to no impact on compound potencies compared to wild
type MPro, reflecting this residues relatively distant posi-
tion from the active site. A173V and Q192T had minimal
effect on the potency of the covalent compounds (‘7021,
‘6690), but conferred resistance to ‘71001. On the con-
trary, E166Q conferred some resistance to ‘7021 and
‘6690, but not ‘71001. The differential effects on nirma-
trelvir likely reflect the greater distances of the
substituted residues from the new inhibitors, compared
to the drug (comparing the nirmatrelvir complex in PDB
8B2T to the crystal structures determined here). For
instance, taking the Mpro/‘7021 complex as representative
(PDB 8DIB), the carboxylate of Glu166 forms a polar
interactions with the lactam moiety of nirmatrelvir, at a
distance of 3.4 Å, but this residue is no closer than 4.5 Å
from ‘7021, and makes no polar interactions with the
new inhibitor. Similarly, Pro168 is within 3.9 Å of the tri-
fluoromethyl group of nirmatrelvir, and its deletion

would be expected to disrupt drug recognition. Con-
versely, this residue is no closer than 7.7 Å to ‘7021, too
distant to have a direct interaction. While Ala173 is 6.5 Å
from the nirmatrelvir trifluoromethyl, its mutation to Val
will likely disrupt packing with nearby residues such as
Leu167 and Phe181. These perturbations are less likely to
be felt by ‘7021, whose closest atom is 7.9 Å away from
this residue. Finally, the Cβ atom of Gln192 also forms
van der Waals contacts with the terminal trifluoromethyl
of nirmatrelvir, and the substitution of this residue with a
β-branched threonine is likely to disrupt this; meanwhile,
this site of perturbation is 7.4 Å from the closest atom in
‘7021. Overall, the smaller size of the new inhibitors ver-
sus nirmatrelvir seem to make them more resistant to
these drug-induced mutations, most of which, intrigu-
ingly, affect contacts on at the site of the drug furthest
from the catalytic center. Naturally, it would be prema-
ture to draw many conclusions from these observations,
not least because the mutations have occurred in an envi-
ronment exposed to nirmatrelvir, and not these newer
inhibitors. Still, it may be that molecules that are smaller
than nirmatrelvir, and more compact around the catalytic
center, may be less sensitive to mutations than the larger
Mpro inhibitors.

3 | DISCUSSION

From this study emerged 132 MPro inhibitors with IC50

values less than 150 μM, covering 37 different scaffold
classes (Figure 3, Tables 1 and 2). Of these, 15 inhibitors
in 3 scaffolds inhibited the enzyme with IC50 values less
than 10 μM. The best covalent inhibitor, '7021, was
reversible (Figure S6) reflecting the fast-on/fast-off kinet-
ics characteristic of aldehyde covalent inhibitors. To dock
the electrophile library, we first had to create it, drawing
on aldehydes, nitriles, and α-ketoamides in the expand-
ing library of tangible molecules. This resulted in a

FIGURE 5 Docking-derived compounds inhibit MPro of other coronaviruses and SARS-CoV-2 MPro mutants. (a) ‘7021 inhibits SARS-
CoV-1 and MERS-CoV MPro. (b) IC50 values for ‘7021, ‘6690, and ‘71001 against a panel of MPro mutants. WT, wildtype. All measurements

were done in triplicate.
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library of over 6.5 million new electrophiles, which is
openly available to the community at https://
covalent2022.docking.org. Crystal structures of eight of
the new inhibitors closely corresponded to the docking
predictions (Figures 3 and 4). Inhibitors could also inhibit
other viral MPro enzymes with similar potencies, as well
as MPro mutants appearing in patients (Figures 5
and S11).

While the strengths of this study were the identifica-
tion of multiple new MPro inhibitor scaffolds, with subse-
quent crystal structures supporting the docking
predictions, the work also revealed liabilities of our dock-
ing strategy. Docking large libraries of lead-like mole-
cules against G protein-coupled receptors (Levit Kaplan
et al., 2022; Lyu et al., 2019; Stein et al., 2020; Wang
et al., 2017) and other integral membrane proteins (Alon
et al., 2021; Singh et al., 2022), with well-formed orthos-
teric sites and well-defined ligand-recognition hot-spots,
can have hit rates in the 25%–60% range, whereas the hit
rates against MPro were in the 6%–15% range. A similar
trend is true for the potency of the docking hits against
MPro, which were in the 20–150 μM range, not the low-
to mid-nM range found against the integral membrane
proteins. The low lead-like hit-rates against MPro resem-
ble those against other soluble proteins such as
β-lactamase (Babaoglu et al., 2008; Lyu et al., 2019) and
the macrodomain of SARS-CoV-2 (Gahbauer et al., 2022;
Schuller et al., 2021), or even against allosteric sites or
peptide binding sites in GPCRs (Huang et al., 2015;
Korczynska et al., 2018; Mysinger et al., 2012). Like MPro,
these targets are characterized by more open, solvent-
exposed binding sites, lacking the high-complementarity
typical of the small molecule GPCRs and other mem-
brane receptors. This deficit can be partly overcome in
sites with well-defined ligand-recognition hot spots,
which can guide docking campaigns. Thus, in lead-like
non-covalent and covalent (London et al., 2014) docking
versus β-lactamase it has been possible to find relatively
potent hits directly out of docking, notwithstanding
sometimes low hit rates, and to optimize these to mid-
nM potency. The same may be true for typically more
challenging peptide (Manglik et al., 2016) and lipid recep-
tors (Sadybekov et al., 2022), where hot-spot recognition
can help lead-like docking and optimization. Confronted
with a target like MPro, with its solvent-exposed, rela-
tively flat interface and, when this study began, lack of
ligands to define receptor hot spots, a more fragment-
based approach may have advantages to the larger and
more complicated lead-like molecules prioritized here.
As was observed in studies by the Covid Moonshot (The
COVID Moonshot Consortium et al., 2020), and in our
own experience versus the orphan SARS-CoV-2 enzyme
Mac1 (Schuller et al., 2021), fragment screens and

fragment docking had much higher hit rates and could
be used directly for optimization, but they also could
be used to define and identify hot-spots enabling subse-
quent docking of lead-like libraries with better hit-rates
and affinities (Gahbauer et al., 2022). Such fragment
based approaches may find broad use against
structurally-enabled viral enzymes that are under-
characterized for ligand recognition. We do note that,
notwithstanding the liabilities of Mpro as a target, others
have seen better success with large library docking
screens, even using methods similar to those used here
(Luttens et al., 2022).

These caveats should not distract from the key obser-
vations of this study. Large library docking of both lead-
like molecules and covalent electrophiles has revealed
11 scaffold families of MPro inhibitors (Figure 3, Tables 1
and 2), the best of which act in the low μM range
(Figures 2 and 4). Whereas neither hit rates nor affinities
rose to levels seen against targets with well-defined bind-
ing sites, eight crystal structure of characteristic lead mol-
ecules confirmed the docking poses (Figures 2 and 4),
suggesting that, notwithstanding the lower hit rates,
when the docking was right it was right for the right rea-
sons. These structures may template the further optimi-
zation of these new MPro inhibitors.

4 | METHODS

4.1 | Expression and purification of MPro

All reducing agents were added to buffers immediately
before use. We received nsp5 cloned into pGEX6p-1 with
a N-terminal GST tag and MPro cleavage-site
SAVLQ#SGFRK and an HRV-3C-cleavable C-terminal
6xHis tag from Rolf Hilgenfeld. This bacterial expression
plasmids were transformed into One Shot™ BL21(DE3)
pLysS Chemically Competent E. coli (Thermo). The
expression for MPro in E. coli was modified from
the expression previously described (Zhang, Lin, Sun,
et al., 2020). In brief, a transformed clone of BL21(DE3)
pLysS E. coli was added to a 50 mL culture of 2xYT media
supplemented with 2% glucose and 100 μg/mL ampicillin
grown overnight at 37�C. A total of 30 mL of overnight
culture were used to inoculate 1 L of 2xYT media supple-
mented with 100 μg/mL ampicillin The inoculated cul-
ture was shaken at 225 rpm at 37�C and then induced
when culture OD600 reached 0.8 (after �3 h) by adding
1 mL of 1 M IPTG. After 5 h of expression at 37�C, the
culture was pelleted through centrifugation at 9,000 rpm
for 15 min. Supernatant was discarded and cell pellet
stored at �80�C. The frozen cell pellet was thawed on ice
in 30 mL of 20 mM Tris 150 mM NaCl pH 7.4 buffer. The
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resuspended sample was sonicated until lysis was com-
plete. Sonicated cell lysate was clarified by centrifugation
at 15,000 rpm for 30 min. 3 mL of Super Ni-NTA Affinity
HP Resin beads (Protein Ark) equilibrated with wash
buffer (20 mM TRIS 150 mM NaCl 20 mM imidazole)
were incubated with 57 mL of the clarified supernatant
for 1 h at 4�C. Beads were centrifuged at 200 rpm for
2 min and the supernatant was decanted. The Ni-NTA
beads were washed with �3 column volumes of wash
buffer. Hexahistidine tagged protein was eluted with
1 mL fractions of elution buffer (20 mM Tris 150 mM
NaCl 350 mM Imidazole). Fractions containing protein
were pooled and then buffer exchanged into 20% Glycerol
20 mM Tris 150 mM NaCl pH 7.4 using Amicon concen-
trators. 3C protease was added in a 5:1 ratio of MPro to 3C
protease and incubated overnight at 4�C. A 2 L of culture
yielded 2.28 mg of MPro following 3C cleavage. 3C prote-
ase and 6xHis-tag were removed by incubation with Ni-
NTA beads. The active dimer was isolated with a
MonoQTM 5/50 GL column (GE Healthcare). MonoQ col-
umn equilibrated with buffer A (20 mM Tris 1 mM DTT
pH 8) and the protein sample was then loaded onto the
column and eluted with a linear gradient of buffer B (1 M
NaCl 20 mM Tris 1 mM DTT pH 8) 0–500 mM NaCl over
20 column volumes. MPro variants were cloned using the
Q5® mutagenesis kit (NEB) according the manufacturer's
protocol. Primers used to generate these variants were as
follows:

E166Q_F (50GCACCACATGCAGTTGCCGACTG30),
E166Q_R (50ATATAGCAGAAGCTAACGC30),
Q192T_F
(50CCAAACAGCCACCGCCGCAGGAAC30),
Q192T_R (50CGATCGACAAACGGACCA30),
ΔP168_R
(50CAATTCCATGTGGTGCATATAGCAG30),
ΔP168_F (50FORACTGGTGTACATGCCGGG30),
A173V_R (50ATGTACACCAGTCGGCAATTC30),
A173V_F (50GTCGGGACGGACTTAGAAGG30).

The variant proteins were purified using the same
protocol as wild-type.

4.2 | MPro inhibition assay

A fluorescence-quenched substrate with the sequence
H2N(d-Arg)(d-Arg)-K(MCA)-ATLQAIAS-K(DNP)-COOH
was synthesized via the Fmoc solid-phase peptide synthe-
sis as previously described (Zhao et al., 2021). Kinetic
measurements were carried out in Corning black
384-well flat-bottom plates and read on a BioTek H4 mul-
timode plate reader. The quenched fluorogenic peptide

had a final concentration of KM = 12.7 μM, and MPro had
a final concentration of 50 nM. The reaction buffer was
20 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.05% Tween-
20 (v/v), and 1 mM DTT, pH 7.4. Compounds were incu-
bated with protease prior to substrate addition at 37�C
for 1 h. After incubation, the substrate was added, and
kinetic activity was monitored for 1 h at 37�C. Initial
velocities were calculated at 1–30 min in
RFU/s. Velocities were corrected by subtracting the rela-
tive fluorescence of a substrate-only control, and fraction
activity was calculated using a substrate-corrected no-
inhibitor control where DMSO was added instead of a
drug. Kinetics measurements were carried out in tripli-
cate. SARS-CoV-1 and MERS MPro were both purchased
from Bio-Techne (catalogue #: E-718-050 and E-719-050,
respectively). KM was derived with the NSP7 substrate for
each protease (Figure S10), which was the substrate con-
centration used for each protease for comparative dose-
response curves. Enzyme concentration was 50 nM for
SARS-CoV-1 and 100 nM for MERS. The same assay
buffer described above was used for all kinetic assays
with each protease. Since the MPro variants were not as
active as WT on the NSP7 substrate, inhibition assays
were performed similarly with the following alterations:
150 nM protease, and 5 μM substrate. The variants were
incubated with the indicated compound for 30 min at
37�C, and then the reaction was initiated with the addi-
tion of substrate. The resulting traces were analyzed in
the same manner as the wildtype.

4.3 | Non-covalent molecular docking

The protein template was modeled based on the crystal
structure of the MPro dimer in complex with a covalent
alpha-ketoamide inhibitor (PDB 6Y2G) (Zhang, Lin, Sun,
et al., 2020). All water molecules except for HOH 585 and
HOH 602, which are located at the dimeric interface,
were deleted. The binding pocket of the crystal structure's
chain A was selected for docking. The alpha-ketoamide
inhibitor was replaced by the non-covalent SARS-CoV
inhibitor SID87915542 (Jacobs et al., 2013). Here, the
SID87915542-bound MPro crystal structure (PDB 3V3M)
was aligned onto the SARS-CoV-2 MPro crystal structure
in order to project SID87915542 into the SARS-CoV-2
MPro binding site. Next, the modeled protein-ligand com-
plex and selected water molecules were prepared for
docking with the protein prepwizard protocol of Maestro
(Schrödinger, Inc. v. 2019-3) (Madhavi Sastry
et al., 2013). Protons were added with Epik and proton-
ation states were optimized with PropKa at pH 7. The
C-terminus (Ser301) of each protein monomer structure
was capped with N-methyl groups while the N-termini
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(Ser1) were positively charged. Subsequently, the mod-
eled complex was energetically minimized using the
OPLS3e force field. To better accommodate the modeled
non-covalent ligand SID87915542, the CE atom of Met49
was displaced by 1.7 Å from its initial position in the
covalently ligated crystal structure (PDB 6Y2G).

Computational docking was performed using
DOCK3.7 (Coleman et al., 2013). Precomputed scoring
grids for efficient quantification of van der Waals interac-
tion between MPro and docked molecules were generated
with CHEMGRID (Meng et al., 1992). Using the AMBER
united-atom partial charges (Weiner et al., 1984),
electrostatic potentials within the binding pocket were
computed following the numerical solution of the
Poisson-Boltzmann equation with QNIFFT (Gallagher &
Sharp, 1998). The partial charges of the hydrogen at the
epsilon nitrogen of His163, as well as the hydrogen atoms
of the backbone amines of Gly143 and Glu166 were
increased by 0.4 elementary charge units (e). In turn, the
partial charges of oxygen atoms of the corresponding
backbone carbonyl groups were decreased by 0.4e to
maintain the initial net charge of each residue (Bender
et al., 2021). The low dielectric protein environment was
extended by 1.2 Å from the protein surface, as previously
described (Mysinger et al., 2012). Similarly, the low
dielectric boundary was extended by 0.7 Å from the pro-
tein surface for the calculation of ligand desolvation scor-
ing grids with SOLVMAP (Mysinger & Shoichet, 2010).
The atomic coordinates of SID87915542 (PDB 3V3M)
(Jacobs et al., 2013), the alpha-ketamide inhibitor of the
initial crystal structure (PDB 6Y2G) (Zhang, Lin, Sun,
et al., 2020), BDBM512845 (PDB 4MDS) (Turlington
et al., 2013), as well as fragment hits MAT-POS-
7dfc56d9-1 (MPro-x0161) (The COVID Moonshot
Consortium et al., 2020) and AAR-POS-d2a4d1df-5 (MPro-
x0305) (The COVID Moonshot Consortium et al., 2020)
obtained from the Covid-19 Moonshot screening efforts,
were used to generate 80 matching spheres (Coleman
et al., 2013) for ligand placement in the docking
calculations.

The obtained docking parameters were evaluated
based on their ability to prioritize 34 previously reported
ligands of SARS-CoV MPro obtained from the Chembl
database (Gaulton et al., 2012), against a background of
1,805 property matched decoys generated with the
DUDE-Z approach (Stein et al., 2021). In addition, an
“Extrema” set (Bender et al., 2021; Stein et al., 2020) of
194,921 molecules, including compounds with net-
charges ranging from �2 to +2, was screened against the
docking model in order to assess the parameters’ ability
to prioritize neutral molecules.

Using the ZINC15 database (Sterling & Irwin, 2015),
225,327,212 neutral molecules mainly from the lead-like

chemical space, that is, molecular weight (MWT)
between 250 and 350 amu and calculated (c)logP ≤4.5,
from the make-on-demand compound libraries from
Enamine Ltd. and WuXi Appetec. (Shanghai, China),
were screened. Thereby, 219,305,079 molecules were suc-
cessfully scored with each molecule sampling on average
3,588 orientations and 425 conformations which resulted
in the evaluation of approximately 148 trillion complexes
in roughly 70 h on a 1,000-core computer cluster. In addi-
tion, 110,898,461 molecules with 350 < MWT ≤ 500 and
clogP ≤ 4.5 from ZINC15 were screened in a separate
docking campaign. 107,486,710 compounds were success-
fully scored, each exploring on average 4,175 orientations
and 540 conformations within the binding pocket. Nearly
90 trillion complexes were scored in roughly 45 h using a
1,000-core cluster.

From each docking screen, the predicted binding
poses of the 500,000 top-ranked molecules were analyzed
for internal molecular strain (Gu et al., 2021). Molecules
that passed the strain criteria (total strain <6.5 tortion
energy units (TEU); maximum single torsion <1.8 TEU),
were judged by their ability to form hydrogen bonds with
Gly143, His163 (S1 subpocket) or Glu166 and proximity
to residues forming the S2 subpocket such as Met49 or
Asp187. Finally, 120 compounds, selected from the lead-
like docking screen, were ordered from Enamine Ltd., of
which 105 were successfully synthesized (87.5%) in addi-
tion to 100 molecules of larger MWT that were ordered
from the second docking screen, 89 of which were suc-
cessfully synthesized by Enamine Ltd.

A second docking campaign for non-covalent inhibi-
tors was performed against the crystal structure of MPro

in complex with MAT-POS-b3e365b9-1 (MPro-x11612)
(The COVID Moonshot Consortium et al., 2020) from the
Covid-19 Moonshot consortium. All water molecules
except HOH6 and HOH300 were removed and the
protein-ligand complex structure was prepared for dock-
ing following the protein prepwizard protocol of Maestro
(Schrödinger v. 2019-3) as described above.

As described above in the previous docking cam-
paign, the partial charges of the hydrogen atoms at the
epsilon nitrogen of His163 and the backbone amine of
Glu166 were increased by 0.4e, whereas the partial
charges of corresponding backbone carbonyl oxygen
atoms were decreased by 0.4e to maintain the net charge
of each residue. For calculating electrostatic scoring
grids, the low-dielectric volume of the protein was
extended by 1.9 Å from the protein surface (based on sur-
face mapping spheres generated by Sphgen). In addition,
the low dielectric boundary was extended by 1.0 Å from
the protein surface for calculating ligand desolvation
scoring grids with SOLVMAP. The atomic coordinates of
MAT-POS-b3e365b9-1 were used to generate 45 matching
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spheres for ligand placement with DOCK3.8. The perfor-
mance of the obtained docking grids was evaluated by
their ability to enrich 15 previously reported SARS-CoV-2
MPro inhibitors over 650 property-matched decoys or an
Extrema set containing 153,256 molecules with net
charges ranging from �2 to +2, molecular weight
between 300 and 500 amu. Finally, 862,382,088 neutral
compounds with 18–29 heavy atoms from the Enamine
REAL chemical library were screened using the ZINC22
database (http://files.docking.org/zinc22/). Molecules
with strained conformations (total strain >8 TEU, maxi-
mum single strain >3 TEU), were excluded by the dock-
ing program. 778,517,250 molecules were successfully
scored, each sampled in approximately 836 conformations
and 3,439 orientations, leading to the evaluation of
roughly 905.8 trillion complexes within 481h on a
1000-core computer cluster.

21,284,498 compounds scored lower than �35 kcal/
mol and the poses of top scoring 5,004,192 compounds
were extracted. 214,580 compounds formed favorable
interactions with key residues such as His163, Glu166
and the P2 subpocket, 181,866 of which obtained
ECFP4-based TC coefficients of less than 0.35 to the
1,716 known SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 MPro inhibitors
reported in the literature (Anand et al., 2003; Blanchard
et al., 2004; Breidenbach et al., 2021; Chen, Gui,
et al., 2005; Chen, Wang, et al., 2005; Clyde et al., 2022;
Dai et al., 2020; Ghosh et al., 2008; Han
et al., 2022; Hoffman et al., 2020; Jacobs et al., 2013; Jin
et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2012; Luttens et al., 2022; Ma
et al., 2020; Mukherjee et al., 2008; Qiao et al., 2021;
Rathnayake et al., 2020; The COVID Moonshot
Consortium et al., 2020; Westberg et al., 2020; Wu
et al., 2006; Xue et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2006; Yang
et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2008; Zhang, Lin, Kusov,
et al., 2020; Zhang, Lin, Sun, et al., 2020; Zhang, Spasov,
et al., 2021; Zhang, Stone, et al., 2021). Finally, roughly
9,000 top-ranking compounds were visually inspected,
and 167 molecules were ordered from Enamine Ltd.,
146 of which (87.4%) were successfully synthesized.

4.4 | Covalent molecular docking

Cysteine-reactive warheads of aldehydes, nitriles, and
alpha-ketoamides were searched in the ZINC20/Enamine
REAL databases of 1.4 billion molecules using their
respective SMARTS patterns (ketoamides O=[CR0]([#6])
[CR0](=O)N[#6]; aldehydes [CX3H1](=O)[#6]; nitriles
[CX4]-C#N). This returned 25.7 million nitriles, 2.5 mil-
lion aldehydes, and 1.5 million ketoamides. Molecules
were filtered to have at least one ring, and to be fragment

to lead-like molecular weights (<350). Three-dimensional
“dockable” conformations were generated with mole-
cules in their transition-state form and a dummy atom in
place for the covalent docking algorithm to indicate
which atom should be modeled covalently bound to the
Cysteine sulfur (London et al., 2014; Wan et al., 2020).
Overall, 6.5 million molecules were docked—3.6
million nitriles, 1.4 million ketoamides, and 1.5 million
aldehydes.

The protein was prepared in DOCK3.7 (Coleman
et al., 2013). Pose reproduction of the truncated covalent
molecule of PDB 6Y2G (Zhang, Lin, Sun, et al., 2020)
(smiles of dockable ligand: O=C1NCC[C@H]1CC[C@]
([SiH3])(C(NCC2=CC=CC=C2)=O)O) was checked for
the docking setup. Default generated grids were used
for electrostatic (radius size 1.9 Å) and VDW scoring, and
no matching spheres were used in docking calculations
as they are not used by the covalent docking DOCKova-
lent (London et al., 2014; Wan et al., 2020) algorithm. For
covalent docking, the Cys145 SH group was indicated as
the anchor for molecules screened. The distance was
slightly relaxed from the C-C bond distance to 1.85 Å.
For His41 protonation, aldehydes, nitriles, and neutral
ketoamides used HID, while negative ketoamides used
HIP. Each warhead was docked separately with a total
6.5 million molecules screened. Accordingly, each war-
head was also processed separately.

For the aldehydes, the top 300,000 ranked mole-
cules were evaluated for torsional strain (Gu
et al., 2021), and those with a total torsional strain
greater than 9.8 (around 3.7 incurred due to strain on
atom types on the warhead and this was disregarded,
therefore total energy was 6) and single torsional strain
greater than 2.5 were excluded (155,386 left). Molecules
making more than 1 hydrogen bond to the protein,
having no hydrogen bond clashes, no unpaired hydro-
gen bond donors (56,969 left) were prioritized. Remain-
ing molecules were clustered for chemical similarity
based on ECFP4-based Tanimoto coefficient (Tc) of 0.5.
Viable poses filling the S1’, S1 or S2 sites were selected
during visual inspection. A total of 35 aldehydes were
selected for make-on-demand synthesis of which
27 were successfully synthesized. For the nitriles, the
top 100,000 ranked molecules were evaluated for tor-
sional strain (17,424 left), then filtered for favorable
interactions (6,201 left). Lastly, we visually inspected
remaining molecules for favorable hydrogen bonds
formed with His41, Gly143, Thr26, Glu166, or Cys145.
Finally, 41 compounds were ordered for synthesis
(31 were successfully obtained). For the ketoamides the
top 393,000 ranked molecules with scores less than 0.0
were evaluated for torsional strain (121,234 left), and
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favorable interactions with the enzyme (37,267
remained). Visual inspection focused on those making
hydrogen bonds with His41, Cys145, Gly143, Thr26. In
total 21 molecules were prioritized and 16 were suc-
cessfully synthesized.

4.5 | Compound synthesis

Make-on-demand non-covalent and covalent compounds
purchased from docking screens, as well as analogs, were
synthesized by Enamine Ltd. (Table S1). Purities of mole-
cules were at least 90% and most active compounds were
at least 95% (based on LC/MS data) (Figure S12).

4.6 | Synthesis of RLA-5573

To a solution of NaOH (66 mg, 1.60 mmol, 4.5 equiv.)
in 5 mL MeOH was added RLA-5575 (140 mg,
0.36 mmol, 1 equiv.). Then PhI(OAc)2 (175 mg,
0.55 mmol, 1.5 equiv.) was added portion-wise at 0�C.
After stirring for 5 h at room temperature, the reaction
was quenched by the addition of water. Remove the
MeOH under the vacuum. The product was extracted
with EtOAc (50 mL � 3), and the combined organic
extracts were washed with brine and dried over Na2SO4.
After removal of the solvents under reduced pressure,
crude acetal intermediate was obtained as a white solid
without further purification. The resulting solid was dis-
solved in 5 mL MeOH and TFA (0.56 mL, 7.26 mmol,
20 equiv.) was added the mixture. After 20 h, the reaction
was concentrated and purified by reverse phase column
chromatography (0–100% water/MeCN) to yield the
desired compound (58 mg, 40%). 1H NMR (400 MHz,
DMSO) δ 8.41 (d, J = 1.4 Hz, 1H), 8.29 – 8.14 (m, 1H),
8.10 (d, J = 1.4 Hz, 1H), 7.89-7.80 (m, 2H), 5.39 (s, 2H),
4.73 (s, 2H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO) δ 198.90,
153.46, 147.54, 141.59, 140.34, 137.32, 132.37, 131.88,
125.27, 124.38, 124.16, 123.98, 68.48, 66.29. LRMS (ESI)
calcd for C14H11BrClN2O5 [M + H]+ m/z 400.95, found
401.08.

4.7 | Synthesis of RLA-5574

To a mixture of 2-(4-chloro-3-nitrophenyl) acetic acid
(150 mg, 0.7 mmol, 1.0 equiv.), (2S)-piperidine-2--
carbonitrile; oxalic acid (139 mg, 0.7 mmol, 1.0 equiv.),
HATU (529 mg, 1.4 mmol, 2.0 equiv.), and DMAP (26 mg,
0.2 mmol, 0.3 equiv.) in DCM, was added N-ethyl-N-iso-
propylpropan-2-amine (0.35 mL, 2.1 mmol, 3.0 equiv.).
The reaction was stirred at room temperature for 4 h. The
mixture was quenched with NH4Cl aq. solution and
extracted with ethyl acetate. The organic layers were dried
over MgSO4 and concentrated. The resulting oil was puri-
fied by flash column chromatography (0–15% MeOH/
DCM) to yield the desired compound (120 mg, 56%). 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.74 (d, J = 2.0 Hz, 1H), 7.50
(d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H), 7.38 (dd, J = 8.3, 2.1 Hz, 1H), 5.86 –
5.65 (m, 1H), 3.86 (d, J = 13.2 Hz, 1H), 3.75 (s, 2H),
3.44 – 3.17 (m, 1H), 1.99 (d, J = 13.4 Hz, 1H), 1.88 – 1.63
(m, 4H), 1.41 (dtt, J = 17.4, 8.6, 3.8 Hz, 1H). 13C NMR
(100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 168.41, 147.74, 134.65, 134.36, 132.05,
126.56, 125.92, 117.32, 43.66, 41.64, 38.93, 28.20, 25.14,
20.36. LRMS (ESI) calcd for C14H15ClN3O3 [M + H]+
m/z 308.07, found 308.09.

4.8 | Synthesis of RLA-5575

To a solution of 1-(5-bromo-3-hydroxypyridin-2-yl)
ethan-1-one (300 mg, 1.4 mmol, 1.0 equiv.) in 10 mL
THF was added sodium methoxide 0.5 M in MeOH
(2.7 mL, 1.4 mmol, 1.0 equiv.). The mixture was stirred at
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room temperature for 15 min before the addition of
4-(bromomethyl)-1-chloro-2-nitrobenzene (348 mg,
1.4 mmol, 1.0 equiv.). After 16 h, the mixture was
quenched quenched with NH4Cl aq. solution and
extracted with ethyl acetate. The organic layers were
dried over MgSO4 and concentrated. The resulting oil
was purified by flash column chromatography (0–10%
MeOH/DCM) to yield the desired compound (78 mg,
15%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.38 (d, J = 1.7 Hz,
1H), 8.05 (d, J = 1.9 Hz, 1H), 7.77 (dd, J = 8.3, 2.0 Hz,
1H), 7.62 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H), 7.55 (d, J = 1.7 Hz, 1H),
5.18 (s, 2H), 2.67 (s, 3H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ
198.65, 153.68, 148.16, 142.60, 142.49, 135.96, 132.57,
131.54, 127.00, 124.87, 124.44, 123.95, 69.26, 28.64. LRMS
(ESI) calcd for C14H11BrClN2O4 [M + H]+ m/z 384.95,
found 385.07.

4.9 | Synthesis of RLA-5576

To a mixture of 5-bromo-2-cyano-3-nitro pyridine
(200 mg, 0.88 mmol, 1.0 equiv.), (4-chloro-3-nitrophenyl)
methanol (165 mg, 0.88 mmol, 1.0 equiv) in 10 mL THF,
was added sodium hydride 60% dispersion in mineral oil
(39 mg, 0.97 mmol, 1.1 equiv.). The reaction was stirred
at room temperature for 16 h. The mixture was quenched
with NH4Cl aq. solution and extracted with ethyl acetate.
The organic layers were dried over MgSO4 and concen-
trated. The resulting oil was purified by flash column
chromatography (10%–100% ethyl acetate/Hexanes) to
yield the desired compound (158 mg, 49%). 1H NMR
(400 MHz, DMSO) δ 8.51 (d, J = 1.7 Hz, 1H), 8.29 (d,
J = 1.7 Hz, 1H), 8.20 (d, J = 1.9 Hz, 1H), 7.88 (d,
J = 8.3 Hz, 1H), 7.81 (dd, J = 8.3, 2.0 Hz, 1H), 5.47 (s,
2H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO) δ 157.39, 147.53,
144.27, 136.28, 133.08, 132.13, 125.51, 125.23, 125.03,
124.79, 120.92, 114.93, 69.22. LRMS (ESI) calcd for
C13H8BrClN3O3 [M + H]+ m/z 367.94, found 368.06.

4.10 | Compound optimization

Optimization of docking hits ZINC346371112,
ZINC301553312, ZINC813360541, ZINC553840273, ‘3620,

‘0431, ‘4589, ‘5103, ‘5156, ‘6246, ‘6792, ‘0292, ‘2826/
’0892 were attempted (Table S1). Analogs were designed for
desired chemical perturbations or searched in SmallWorld
and Arthor catalogs and synthesized by Enamine Ltd. For
‘3620, compounds were also designed from the ‘7356 and
‘7021 crystal structures and were modeled with covalent
docking or with Maestro (v. 2021-2, Schrödinger, LLC)
ligand alignment.

4.11 | Protein crystallization

Both covalent and non-covalent compounds including
7021, ‘9121, 8252, ‘9218, 7356, 5548, 6111 and SG-0001
were co-crystallized with SARS-CoV2 MPro. Before setting
up crystals, 10 mg/ml of protein was incubated with
either 0.3 mM of covalent compounds or 1.5 mM of non-
covalent compounds on ice for 1 h. Crystals were set
using vapor diffusion hanging drop method at 20�C in
conditions including 0.1 M Tris pH 7.4 and 20% PEG
8000; and 0.1 M MES pH 6.5, 20% PEG 6000. Crystals
took 3–4 days to grow for all compounds. Before data col-
lection, crystals were cryo-cooled in a solution containing
reservoir solution and 25% glycerol.

4.12 | Structure determination and
refinement

The MPro-inhibitor compound datasets were either col-
lected at the Advanced Light Source beamline 8.3.1
(Lawrence Berkeley laboratory) or SSRL beamline 12-2
beamline (Stanford, United States) at a temperature of
100K. The diffraction datasets were processed using XDS
(Kabsch, 2010) and CCP4 software's suite(Collaborative
Computational Project, Number 4, 1994). AIMLESS
(Evans, 2006) was used for scaling and merging. Molecu-
lar replacement was performed either using PHASER
(McCoy et al., 2007) using the protein model from PDB
entry 7NG3 (Costanzi et al., 2021) as the search model.
The bound ligand in the PDB 7NG3 was removed from
the search model during molecular replacement, giving
unbiased electron density for ligands in the initial elec-
tron density maps. The initial model fitting and addition
of waters was done in COOT (Emsley et al., 2010) fol-
lowed by refinement in REFMAC (Murshudov
et al., 2011). Geometry restraints for the ligands were cre-
ated in eLBOW-PHENIX (Afonine et al., 2012) and fol-
lowing rounds of refinement were carried out in
PHENIX. Geometry for each structure was assessed using
Molprobidity and PHENIX polygon. Datasets have been
deposited to the PDB with PDB IDs 8DIB, 8DIC, 8DID,
8DIE, 8DIF, 8DIG, 8DIH and 8DII. Statistics for data col-
lection and refinement are in Table S4. The ligand
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symmetry accounted RMSDs between the docked pose
and experimental pose were calculated by the Hungarian
algorithm in DOCK6 (Allen & Rizzo, 2014).

4.13 | Dynamic light scattering (DLS)

Samples were prepared in filtered 50 mM KPi buffer pH
7.0 with final DMSO concentration at 1% (v/v). Colloidal
particle formation was detected using DynaPro Plate
Reader II (Wyatt Technologies). All compounds were
screened in triplicate at roughly 2-fold higher concentra-
tion than reported IC50 (concentrations can be found in
Table S1). Analysis was performed with GraphPad Prism
software version 9.1.1 (San Diego, CA).

4.14 | Enzyme inhibition assays for
aggregation

Enzyme inhibition assays were performed at room tem-
perature using using CLARIOstar Plate Reader (BMG
Labtech). Samples were prepared in 50 mM KPi buffer
pH 7.0 with final DMSO concentration at 1% (v/v). Com-
pounds were incubated with 4 nM AmpC β-lactamase
(AmpC) or Malate dehydrogenase (MDH) for 5 min.
AmpC reactions were initiated by the addition of 50 μM
CENTA chromogenic substrate. The change in absor-
bance was monitored at 405 nm for 1 min 45 s. MDH
reactions were initiated by the addition of 200 μM nico-
tinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) (54839, Sigma
Aldrich) and 200 μM oxaloacetic acid (324427,
Sigma Aldrich). The change in absorbance was moni-
tored at 340 nm for 1 min 45 s. Initial rates were divided
by the DMSO control rate to determine % enzyme activ-
ity. Each compound was screened at roughly 2-fold
higher concentration than reported the IC50 value in trip-
licate (concentrations can be found in Table S1). Data
were analyzed using GraphPad Prism software version
9.1.1 (San Diego, CA).

For detergent reversibility experiments, inhibition
was screened near IC75 with or without 0.01% (v/v)
Triton X-100 in triplicate. Enzymatic progress was
performed/monitored as previously described (Lak
et al., 2021; O’Donnell et al., 2021).

4.15 | Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were performed on the GraphPad
Prism version 8.0 or 9.1.1 software. Changes only at the
95% confidence level (p < 0.05) were considered as statis-
tically significant.
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